Abstract. Microblog has gained more and more users around the world, the popularity of which makes information spreading in microblog the most important and influential activities on the Internet. Therefore, search in microblog is of the most significant issue for both academic and industrial world. Search in webpages has been studied for several decades, but as for microblog it is still an open and brand new question for everyone. Search in microblog is more difficult than that in traditional webpages because of the sparseness of the messages. Search functions in current microblogging services simply match microblog messages with query words, which cannot guarantee the correlation between the retrieving messages and the users' intention. We introduce the concept of conversational thread to gain more information and improve the search result in microblog. We also use SVMRank to train a model to determine the rank of relevance of the queries and messages. Through a series of experiments, we proved that our method is easy to implement, and can improve the precision up to 29% in average.
Introduction
In the age of social web, the microblogging service as a media is prevalent, in which the posts carry massive information and spread aggressively through the Internet. Twitter, as one of the most popular microblogging services generates up to 230 million tweets 1 per day by September, 2011, according to Michael Abbott, Twitter's ex-VP of engineering. A tweet 2 differs from a post in traditional blogs in that its content is typically restricted to a very short length, typically 140 bytes or characters [1] . A tweet is "real time", the value of which drops dramatically after it has been posted for more than a day or even a few hours [2] . Microblog users read tweets in their timelines, which are posted or forwarded by their friends. Furthermore, trending topics are another important feed to help users access interesting tweets. Both reading tweets from friends and trending topics are passive ways to get information. Nevertheless, there are requirements to find information with users' intension, such as web search engines. In this paper, we study on the ad-hoc search of tweets, to find topic-related tweets according to user's descriptions, which has become one of the most popular academic and industrial interests. The Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) 2011 proposed this problem as the microblog task for the first time.
Web search known as a traditional search problem has been studied for several decades. Although a collection of classical models and algorithms on crawling, indexing, ranking and evaluation, etc. have been proposed, there are still many challenging issues, especially in searching tweets:
1. Extremely short. The length of a tweet is too short to contain enough topical features. However, those topical tweets are not independently posted in the microblogging services. Thus, considering the context of tweets to enrich its topical features is a key to find the topic-related tweets. 2. Realtime. The tweets in a microblog are posted rapidly. Furthermore the microblog users may have different intensions from the traditional web search engine. They may want to know statuses of particular topics such as some news about famous stars, the newest progress of events, etc. On the contrary, a webpage search engine mostly helps user with the navigational (give me the url of the site I want to reach) or transactional (show me sites where I can perform a certain transaction, e.g. shop, download a file, or find a map) need [3] . The freshness is more important than the relevance in microblog search. Thus the results of ad-hoc tweet searching must be organized in time-reverse order. Thus the ad-hoc searching has a definite intention to find the status of a happening event or topic, so that tweets are called statuses sometimes. Because of the importance of the freshness the ad-hoc searching, therefore, should present the results in a time-reverse order. 3. User authority. In such a social media, users in the microblogging services play a significant role in the value of tweets' content. Thus the importance of a tweet is not only decided by its content, but also the authority of its author.
This paper focuses on searching new and interesting tweets relevant to a given topic description. A query time is also given for each query, indicating the exact time of the query issuance. The search is supposed to be conducted onsite, and those tweets later than the query time should not be returned. The conversation thread is a set of tweets and their replies. It is supposed that tweets in the same conversational thread are more relevant to the same topic than other tweets outside. We introduce the concept of conversational thread as a very useful tweets context to expand the extreme short content. We propose an enhanced BM25 to determine the relevance of the tweet and the query. Furthermore we bring the tweets' freshness and activities as features. We then use SVM rank to learn the importance of those features, and our ranking results are truncated and filtered by relevance orderly. Finally those truncated results are organized in reverse-time order. In the experiments, we use precision@30 for evaluation, and our approach achieves 29% more relevant and fresh results totally.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 describes our main method to search and rank the search results. Section 4 describes our experiment results. We conclude in section 5.
Related work
The existing related work about microblog mainly focuses on users [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , information flow [9, 10] , and tweets' content [11] [12] [13] [14] . [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] studied Twitter from the users' point of view, such as users' intentions, followers and friends, users' network, and the social features of Twitter, etc. [15] proposed a new ranking method RE(Reader Effective). [9] proposed 2 new concepts stickiness and persistence to detect the information diffusion on twitter. [10] judged the information flow among twitter users. [16] proposed some important features of tweets via PCA(primary content analyze). [11] evaluated the credibility of tweets' content via training a classifier based on message-based features, user-based features, topic-based features and propagation-based features. [12] used the instant content from Twitter to detect earthquakes timely, and collected the geographic and damage information from tweets' descriptions and users' locations as soon as possible. There were also many works focus on thread. [17] focused on the discovery of reply relationship in twitter and used simple features to train model to recover the conversational threads.
[18] is the phD dissertation of the same author as [17] but gave the method and steps more detailed. [19] analyzed the statistical characteristics of Slashdot and summarized the patterns of threads in it.
Our work is to query the tweets' content to find relevant, interesting, and fresh tweets via different threads. We use the whole TREC corpus to study global features of tweets' such as content, hashtags, urls, post time, etc. Because the tweets in twitter are very short (no longer than 140 characters), there is little useful information in a single tweet and the relevant between a query and a tweet is difficult to determine. So we also introduce other tweets in the same thread to gain more information to improve the search result. We employ SVM ranking model to rank our query results. The model is trained on pair-wise labeled data.
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Ad-hoc Search
The task of Microblog trec 2011 can be described as follow, given a query Q at time T, to find relevant tweets whose post times are no later than T to keep time reverse order(from newest to latest) to achieve high precision@30. A query is a simple topic described by some words. The corpus is some specified users' tweets on twitter during Jun. 23, 2011 and Feb. 8, 2011. The whole data set is crawled from Twitter with specified seeds. After extracting from the crawled html pages, we got the tweet ID, screen name, http status code, post time, tweet content as a one-line record for each tweet. We only focus on English tweets. After preprocessing the tweets we got 5,650,490 English from 16,141,812 in total.
SVM Rank is an efficient machine learning method to rank. It uses Support vector machine (known as SVM) to rank and the kernel function should be linear. We study the distribution of each feature and take the logarithm of the user activeness and retweetness of the tweets to make them follow the power-law. Because if the distribution follows power-law, it is linear in log-log scale and it fits the SVM perfectly. Table 1 shows the features we used to train our model. 
Conversational Thread
Thread originates from Email network with obviously reply relationships. However there are also conversational threads in forums, BBS and blogs. We can also define thread in twitter similarly. A conversational thread in twitter is a rooted tree whose nodes are tweets. The children of each node(if any) is the reply tweet of it. We consider the tweets in a conversational thread to be relevant to each other and thus be more relevant to a topic than other tweets outside the tree. Thread is the implicit structure which is helpful to determine the relevance to a particular topic. 38,482 tweets in the corpus are labeled to be relevant or irrelevant to a particular topic. We crawled twitter data and get the conversational threads. We get 48,543 tweets in total to train and test our model. Figure 1 shows a typical conversation thread which has 9 tweets.
The height of a thread can be defined as the number of tweets in the longest replyto links. Table. 2 shows the height distribution of threads. It is not surprising that most of the thread is only one node. There are 38469 threads in total and about 90.34% of them have only 1 tweet. However, the average height of threads higher than 1 is about 3.80. That is to say we can have (if any) nearly 4 tweets to complement a single tweet. 
Enhanced BM25
As for measuring the content relevance, we proposed a scoring method for tweets based on BM25. Let Q be a query that consists of query words q1, q2, q3, etc. In the BM25 model, the score B(Ti, Q) for tweet Ti is calculated in the following way. 
User Activeness
The activeness of Twitter users is measured by the number of tweets they posted during a period. An active user is more likely to share valuable information, since he got more used to collecting interesting information, and sharing it. Figure 2 illustrates distribution of the number of users over the number of tweets they posted. It shows that the majority of users posted only one tweet, while the most active one posted 570 tweets in the corpus. With the number of posted tweets less than 12, the distribution follows the power law. 
Other Features
Tweet Length We use rule-based method known as WordNet is employed to deal with the stemming of nouns, verbs and adjectives. There are also lots of misspelled words in the tweets we also correct the words using method described in Wiktionary [20] . The length of a tweet is generally defined as the number of words after word stemming, skipping retweets, hashtags and urls. Figure 3 shows the tweets distribution over the length, which does not follow the power law. So we used the length directly as a feature. The times of retweetness In Twitter, the times of retweetness reflect the popularity of a tweet. The relationship between the times of retweetness and the number of tweets is shown in Figure 4 . We can see that a large number of tweets that are retweeted once, while only a few have been retweeted more than 20 times. The distribution for those retweeted follows the power law. Because of the power-law distribution, we use ln(r i +1) to denotes where r i is the times of retweetness of tweet i. r i equals zero if it is not retweeted. URLs and Hashtags A tweet with urls usually contains more information than others. Thus the number of urls indicates the value of a tweet in our ranking model. Hashtags are designed to reflect the topic of a tweet, so we also consider them when determine the relevance. Since a hashtag maybe a combination of several words, we simply use substring match instead of whole word match as a query hits a hashtag. Similarly as the way we boost content match, the score is also boosted by multiplying the number of different query words got matched. The feature score H i of hashtags for tweet i is calculated as formula Where q j is the jth query word. |Q| is the total number of query words. And h j ,i is a 0-1 binary that indicates whether query word q j hits the hashtags in tweet i. 
Freshness Because of we must keep the reverse time order, the freshness of a tweet is very important and may be more important than relevant. We use it as a feature. If the query time is T and the ith tweet's post time is t i T, both are denoted by seconds from a given time point. We use ln(T-t i +1) to measure the freshness of the tweet. The smaller the value is, the fresher the tweet.
Experiments and Evaluations
From the TREC Microblogging 2011's official result, we have got about labeled 38,482 tweets. We crawl twitter to get tweets they replied to and merge them up to get 48,543 tweets in total. Because we have the reply relationship among the tweets we can easily restore the conversational threads. We join up all the tweets in the same thread as a longer tweet to denote each single original tweet. So after that, we have 38,482 longer tweets. We compare the result of our method with simple method that determines the tweets relevance simply by whether they contain particular keywords or not. There are 50 topics in TREC's task and we use labeled tweets on 30 topics to train our model (topic-id from 1 to 30) and the other 20 topics (topic-id from 31 to 50) to test. For each test topic we give top30 results and compare. Table 3 shows the result. Using conversational threads can improve the precision@30 by about 29% in average. If we use tree thread height as a feature, the result will be even better. The second column show the result. thod  31  2  4  1  32  1  2  1  33  8  8  0  34  1  2  0  35  1  1  3  36  13  13  9  37  0  0  1  38  2  2  1  39  8  8  7  40  1  1  2  41  1  1  1  42  1  1  2  43  4  5  2  44  3  6  0   45   2  2  2  46  1  1  9  47  0  0  0  48  2  2  0  49  2  3  0  50  0  0  0  Total  53  62  41 5
Conclusion and Future Work
Microblog tweets are always very short, which hinders big difficulty to searching for relevant tweets. To handle the problem, this paper proposed to employ conversational thread structure to expand short tweets and use an enhanced BM25 formula to determine the relevant and thus can find relevant more easily.
In this preliminary work, we simply join up all the tweets in conversational thread without consider to merge up hashtags and urls. The further study on the whole frame of combine tweet words, hashtags and urls together seems to be a good try.
